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NDSU Technology Action Plan 
 

I. Submittal Form 
 
NDSU ORGANIZATION OR UNIT 

 

Department of Communication 
 

 

 

TITLE OF PROJECT 

Request for remaining editing computers 

Project Duration From: Fall 2009 To: Fall 2009 

Type of Project (Check one) New          Previously Submitted XXX Renewal XXX 

Total Technology Fee Request:  $17,980.00 

Project Director 

Rich Lodewyk 

Campus Address: 

NDSU Department of Communication 

BIN TV Studio Building (Bison Block 1) 

1414 -12th Ave N 

Fargo, ND  58018 

 

 

Phone: (701) 231-9768 

Fax: 

E-mail: Rich.Lodewyk@ndsu.edu 

Name (Type or Print) Signature Date 

Project Director 

Rich Lodewyk 

 November 2, 2009 

Unit Head 

Dr. Paul Nelson  (Chairman) 

Department of Communication 

 November 2, 2009 

 
Executive Summary (maximum of 175 words) 
 
Last Spring the Technology Fee Advisory Committee partially funded equipping the video editing lab located in the Bison Block I 
building on 12 Ave and gave a recommendation that the Department of Communication should return to the TFAC to seek the 
remaining funds if/when the demand expected at the time of request arises.   The video editing lab that is presently being used to teach 
broadcasting courses as well as to serve as a space for the members of the Bison Information Network to edit and increasing amount 
of projects for various departments across campus.  Presently this lab contains 11 new I-Macs that are equipped with FinalCut Studio 
software as well as 5 functional I-Macs from 2003 (according to the hard drives) that contain FinalCut Pro software.  These 16 
computers are currently being shared by 17 students and one instructor leading to a small shortage of computers.  However, the 5 old 
I-Macs are continually having issues with importing video, editing video, and overall performance issues.  When these factors are 
combined with software differences and the need for the instructor to utilize one of the new I-Macs to teach the class there is a clear 
shortage that hinders the ability of students to learn as well as they should be able to.  As a result, the Department of Communications 
is requesting funding for an additional 10 I-Macs and 10 licenses of FinalCut Studio to enable a consistent educational experience for 
broadcast students as well as to meet an expected increase in demand for future classes.  The increase is expected because there is 
considerable interest by COMM students that are unable to enroll in the current broadcasting course due to prerequisites and an 
additional increase is expected with the offering of a sports broadcasting course slated to be offered in the Spring semester. 
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NDSU Technology Action Plan 
 

II. Project Overview 
 
 
1. How does this project meet student needs? 
 
By increasing the number of computers in the video editing lab will allow for a consistent educational experience amongst students in 
the same classroom.  Whereas most classes on NDSU’s campus are seeing an issue with too many students being in one room the 
issue with this lab is that there are more seats than computers which forces students to double up on computers and to learn through 
watching instead of through doing. 
 
  This lab is also available to other university entities such as Athletics (through the BIN) and the Technology and Media Learning 
Center which has expressed interest in using the editing lab to hold FinalCut training sessions for the student body as a whole. 
 
 
2. What audience does this project directly serve? What audience is indirectly served? How many students are affected? 
 
The primary audience for this project is students.  This lab will enable the Department of Communication to teach more students and 
the BIN will be able to produce more content with this lab.  Indirectly faculty will be served by having this lab open to the TMLC 
either to teach courses or to reserve the lab to a course such as COMM 110 that needs to have students produce a video as an 
assignment.  All students in Broadcasting courses, all of the BIN members, and any person (student, staff, faculty, alumni, of the 
Fargo-Moorhead Community) that watches the BIN’s content will also be affected by this project. 
 
 
3. For projects that target a subset of NDSU’s students, please describe the possibility for broader application in the future. 
 
This project will affect prospective students, as it will serve as a recruiting tool to demonstrate what NDSU can offer versus MSUM or 
Concordia.  We have already seen evidence of this through a student that has told her story of how she was looking at broadcasting 
programs in Minnesota and Nebraska.  However, after touring NDSU and hearing about the new TV production studio being installed, 
she enrolled in NDSU’s broadcasting program and has become an active member of the BIN. 
  
This project will also serve as a platform for future use in classrooms.  For example, marketing classes may be able to require students 
to produce commercials for courses. 
 
 
4. Describe both the immediate and long-term impact of this project. 
 
The immediate impact of this project will be to ensure all students have a computer to do work on whereas students are currently 
sharing computers which causes issues with deadlines for assignments and unfairly burdens only a portion of classes. 
  
The Department of Communication plans to add new broadcasting courses each year, which will lead to a growing need for more 
computers.  By purchasing these computers now this will help ensure consistency when it comes time replace the lab with fresh 
computers 3 to 5 years from now as opposed to replace half the computers 3 years from now and the other half 4 years from now 
creating a perpetual issue. 
 
5. Who will pay for ongoing expenses following the technology fee funded portion of this project (e.g., who will replace 

hardware or software after it has reached it’s end of life)? 
 
Future sources of revenue are being investigated.  The preliminary thought is for the Department of Communication and possibly the 
BIN to support the ongoing costs.  Other alternatives are the Technology Fee or a separate course fee which seems reasonable given 
the isolated use of this lab. 
 
6. Describe how this project will follow best practices in information technology and who in ITS was consulted regarding this 

project? 
 
Last year we contacted Sheree Kornkven to see if this lab was feasible and would do what we need it to do.  She agreed that it would 
be a useful technology.  Marc Walman and Theresa Semmens have been consulted regarding the ability to push finished projects to 
the control room and we believe a solution exists either via a remote login to the servers or through the use of Novell “U” drives. 
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7. What service on campus is most similar to the one proposed here? How does this project differ? 
 
The only similar services are ITS Helpdesk and the TMLC.  This differs from their goals in that this equipment would be directed 
largely towards Broadcast Majors, students taking broadcast courses, BIN members, and students interested in producing videos on 
professional software.
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III. Project Description 
 

As mentioned previously this request is for the portion of last year’s request that was not funded.  Below is what this project set out to 
do and is currently accomplishing, but with limited success due to a lack of workstations. 
 
“As mentioned earlier this proposal is for an editing lab that is to be used by various entities on campus due to aging equipment and a 
need for space.  The equipment that the Department has now is old, out-dated, or not functioning in some fashion.  The cameras that 
we have consist of two Hi-Definition cameras that do not have functioning firewire ports and therefore cannot export data to the 
computers, two 8mm cameras that are old and are becoming out-dated, and one miniDV camera that was just purchased primary to 
export data from Hi-Definition cameras.  The computers that we have now are (according to the hard drive properties) from 2005 and 
are beginning to age and have storage issues but are otherwise functioning.  Currently we do not have enough accessories for the 
cameras.  There are no portable lights, few working microphones, and we just purchased three new tripods replace the ones that were 
clearly on their last leg.  As far as Minard 211 goes, it was previously an old staircase that was rendered obsolete with one of the 
additions to Minard Hall and was renovated to be a small classroom in the late 1990’s.  This room has maybe 10ft by 12ft of usable 
floor space and an ‘office’ space what used to be a landing between the first and second floors.  There are not enough power plugs for 
additional computer and battery charges, the heat is barely functioning, and there is no way to comfortably seat a course of 16 students 
in this room much less have these students working on projects.  To make things work, students are share one computer between three 
or four other students which is where a local server would come in.  This server would allow students to access their files from any 
computer in the room.  Without this server the next best thing would be to require students purchase their own portable hard drive and 
work from that, but there would still be the problem of not having enough computers to edit on.”
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IV. Milestones 
 
 

List the date for each project milestone.  These milestones should represent the significant accomplishments 
that will be associated with the action plan.  For each milestone, please indicate its expected outcome and the 
means for assessing that outcome. (The table may be extended if the number of milestones exceed five.) 
 
 Date Milestone Expected Outcomes Means of Assessment 

1. Fall 2009 Computers ordered, arrive, 
and installed 

The computers are installed 
and used by students. 

The equipment is used. 

2. End of Fall 2009 Submission of final report Final report is submitted The report is deemed 
satisfactory by the TFAC 
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V. Supporting Documentation 
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VI. Budget 

 

 

NDSU ORGANIZATION OR UNIT 

Department of Communication 

 

 
PROJECT DIRECTOR(S) 

Dr. Paul Nelson 

 

 
A. Salaries and Wages (Number) Number of Months FUNDS REQUESTED 

1. Staff ( 0 ) 0 $   0.00 

2. Graduate Students ( 0 ) 0 $   0.00 

3. Undergraduate Students ( 0 ) 0 $   0.00 

B. Total Salary and Wages (Sum A.1., A.2., and A.3.) $   0.00 

C. Fringe Benefits $   0.00 

D. Total Salaries (Sum B and C) $   0.00 

E. Equipment (List each item; include installation and maintenance costs in your estimates) 

1. Apple I-Mac 20 2.66 Processor (10) 

2. Final Cut Pro (10) 

 
$1,399 each = $13,990 

$399 each = $3,990 

F. Total Equipment (Sum items in E.) $17,980 

G. Materials and Supplies (List each item) 

1.   

 

 

H. Total Materials and Supplies (Sum items in G)  

 I.  Total Salaries; Equipment; Materials and Supplies (Sum: Line D + Line F + Line H) $   17,980.00 

J.  Total Technology Fee Request $   17,980.00 

K.  Match (Describe in Match Section)  $   0.00 

L. Total Project Expenditure (Sum: Line J + Line K) $   17,980.00 

Name (Type or Print) Signature Date 

Project Director 

Fill In 

  

Unit Head 

Fill In 

  

Edit the dollar amounts in the “clear fields.” (click in area so that it appears 
“gray,” then edit)  The “darkly shaded fields” can perform arithmetic. 
Simple use Crtl A to “Select All” and then press function key 9, F9.   
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VII. Budget Justification 
 
Simply put the Department of Communication needs this equipment not only to be able to compete with Concordia and MSUM, but 
simply to give the students enrolled in broadcasting courses the educational experience they have come to expect here at NDSU.  Even 
partially funding this project would do a long way, but given the proof of need and the fact that partial funding would cause issues 
with future replacement cycles full funding would be highly preferred.
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VII. Budget Match 
 
 


